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Video analytics and Deep Learning Video Analytics work in 
different ways and are therefore applicable to different situations; 
this guide will take you through Deep Learning Video Analytics.

Deep Learning Video Analytics (DLVA) radically advances false 
alarm filtering resulting in a CCTV system that can be relied on to 
accurately identify people and vehicles.

DLVA provides a far more accurate approach to filtering out false 
alarms compared to standard motion detection and traditional 
video analytics. Instead of simply looking for changes in pixel 
values, DLVA utilises multi-layer algorithms to effectively learn the 
objects profile. Studying pixel values, edges, vector shapes and a 
host of other visual elements to recognise the object as a person 
or vehicle.
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Object Detection Criteria 

The DLVA system recognises objects and can detect them accurately 
as soon as they appear in the image. The area in which objects are 
identified can be defined during set up meaning all or part of the 
image can be used to identify objects.

The Concept Pro Deep Learning Video Analytics technology can 
detect human beings and vehicles and provides a confidence 
percentage for each. For example, a person who is far away in the 
image with their back turned and crouching down may return a 
percentage of 50% whereas a person facing the camera closer to 
the image may return a percentage of 100%. To further reduce the 
number of false alarms the system can be configured to ignore any 
detections below a certain confidence threshold. For example if a 60% 
confidence threshold is set on human detection then an alarm will only 
be activated when the system detects a human with a confidence of 
60% or greater. The confidence percentage will also be displayed in 
event notifications and when searching through past events.

As the Concept Pro Recorders with DLVA included have been 
effectively taught what a human or vehicle looks like, the system can 
detect these with a great degree of accuracy. 

For example, with human detection the person does not need to 
have their face in view of the camera, nor do they need to be 
walking upright to be detected.



Event Trigger 

The Concept Pro DLVA system will trigger an event as soon as either a 
human, animal or vehicle has been identified and will continue to trigger 
an event until the identified object has left the identification area, there 
are 2 settings that can impact this

Ignore Interval 
The ignoring interval option in the DLVA Setup menu specifies how often an 
object can be detected, with a maximum of 60 seconds. For example, when 
the ignoring interval is set to 10 seconds, the system can detect a maximum 
of one object every 10 seconds. If an object enters the area and remains 
beyond the ignoring interval, an additional event will be triggered. Therefore, 
setting an appropriate ignoring interval for the installation is important. 

Static Object Filter 
The static object filter in the DLVA set up menu tells the system to ignore 
detected objects that are not moving. For example, a vehicle drives into a 
restricted space and stops, an alarm is triggered once, rather than repeatedly 
for the entire time the vehicle stays in the area, this reduces the unnecessary 
number of trigger events logged and makes reviewing of the alarm points 
much easier. The recommended setting for static object filter is ‘high’ however 
this can be configured to ‘medium’ or ‘low’ to suit the installation environment

Menu>System Setup>Camera>Analytics> 
In the PROPERTY tab, select a tolerance of ignorance DLVA should provide 
to static objects, LOW, MID or HIGH.  Select APPLY to save.



Event Notification 

You can tell the system to send an alarm or notification once an 
event has been triggered against your set criteria to:

• Set off a buzzer at the recorder

• Send an email 

• Send a mobile push notification

• Send a camera to preset position 

It may be appropriate to not set up event notifications in certain installation 
environments. For example, if the camera is installed in an area where 
there is a steady flow of people you may not want to receive a notification 
every time a person is identified but you may still wish to search for footage 
where people have been identified in certain time parameters. Conversely 
the camera may be set up in an area where no people should be, say a 
shop during the times it is closed, in which case it would be preferable to 
receive an alarm every instance a person appears in the defined area.
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Double Knock Alarm Triggers 
A double knock can be configured for DLVA in conjunction with an 
alarm triggering device such as a PIR sensor wired into the recorder. 
The double knock feature adds an additional layer of false alarm 
filtering; when activated an event notification will only be triggered 
if both the DLVA and the PIR sensor trigger an event simultaneously.  

Menu>System Setup>Event>Analytics 
Ensuring 2 inputs are selected, tick the ENABLE DOUBLE KNOCK box, 
select APPLY to save.
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Scheduling 

Deep Learning Video Analytics can be set to a schedule so events 
will only be triggered and notifications will only be received during 
desired times of the day and days of the week.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>DLVA Setup.  

Select the SCHEDULE tab to configure a specific schedule for DLVA 
to be active. DLVA is set to 24/7 by default. From the drop-down 
menu, select a day of the week. Click and drag the mouse across 
the time-scale to select whether DLVA will be activated for the 
selected blocks of time for each channel. 

Click <APPLY> to save the settings. Navigate to a different day of 
the week and configure as desired.



Licence Activation 

Deep Learning Video Analytics requires a license to be activated 
on the recorder. The license can be purchased at the point of 
ordering a new Concept Pro recorder and will ensure the recorder 
comes with the Deep Learning Video Analytics license activated.

Alternatively, the license can be activated after the recorder has 
been purchased, simply call Videcon on +44(0)1924 528000 to 
order the license; you will need to provide the MAC Address and 
the first 5 digits of the firmware version of the recorder. 
To add a license post sale, the recorder must have been 
purchased after the launch of Deep Learning Video Analytics.

Go to Menu > System Setup > System > Licence.

If you have internet access then press ‘ADD AUTOMATICALLY’.  
The recorder will scan the DLVA server and add the licence from 
the network.

If you do not have internet access then you will need to manually 
input the DLVA licence by pressing ‘ADD LICENCE’



Deep Learning Video Analytics Rules  

Deep Learning Video Analytics has the following rules available: 

Human Detection 

Vehicle Detection 

Illegal Parking 

Object Counter 



Human Detection 

An area in the image can be set and the system will trigger an 
event whenever a person is identified as being in the defined area.

Unless an ignore interval is set an event will continue to be triggered 
until there are no people in the defined area. The ignore interval 
also specifies how many objects can be detected at a time.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>Analytics 

In the PROPERTY tab, select a desired channel from the drop down 
menu, tick HUMAN DETECTION under intrusion detection. 
The AREA SETUP window displays a live preview of the selected 
channel, select apply, then close.

To activate alarms: Event>Analytics 
Select the channel required then the relevant alarm notification, 
when finished, select APPLY to save.

Human detection accuracy distance will vary by lens.  
For example, a 2.8mm lens will detect Humans up to 10m and a 
10mm lens will detect them up to 20m.



Vehicle Detection 

An area in the image can be set and the system will trigger an 
event whenever a vehicle is identified as being in the defined area.

Unless an ignore interval is set an event will continue to be triggered 
until there are no vehicles in the defined area. The ignore interval 
also specifies how many objects can be detected at a time.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>Analytics>

In the PROPERTY tab, select a desired channel from the drop down 
menu, tick VEHICLE DETECTION under intrusion detection. 
The AREA SETUP window displays a live preview of the selected 
channel, select apply, then close.

To activate alarms: Event>Analytics 
Select the channel required then the relevant alarm notification, 
when finished, select APPLY to save.

Vehicle detection accuracy distance will vary by lens.  
For example, a 2.8mm lens will detect Vehicles up to 25m and a 
10mm lens will detect them up to 60m.



Illegal Parking 

An area of the image can be set and the system will trigger an 
event when a vehicle enters this area for a defined period of time. 
This can be defined as immediately or up to 1 hour and an event 
will be triggered when a vehicle remains.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>Analytics.  

In the Property tab, select ILLEGAL PARKING from the drop down 
menu. Select whether Car or Bike or Both as an alarm trigger point. 
Under PARKING TIME select a time frame you are willing to allow a 
vehicle to be in the restricted area before an alarm is triggered. 

Use the mouse to grab the orange corners and drag to re-size 
the box according to the desired intrusion detection area. Click 
the ? button to ensure the object size and area are optimally 
proportional. When finished, press APPLY to save. 

Select APPLY to save.



Object Counter 

A DLVA object counter can be associated with the DLVA rules listed 
above. This will count the number of events that have occurred and 
display this information on the screen. This can be configured to send 
event notifications after a certain number of events have occurred 
and can also be configured so the counter resets after a defined 
number of events occur.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>Analytics>

In the PROPERTY tab, select a desired channel and change 
ACTIVATION to ON. Under DETECTION TYPE, select INTRUSION 
DETECTION. Specify a desired IGNORING INTERVAL, or the amount of 
time to pass between detecting new objects or previously detected 
objects. In the sub-category window, select the desired objects to 
be detected and specify the detecting area.

Select the COUNTER option and whether to display the counter on 
the live screen, specify the quantity to trigger a DLVA Counter Event, 
and whether the counter should reset upon reaching the specified 
quantity of events.



Viewing footage  

DLVA events can be tracked from the Live screen by hovering 
the mouse on the right-side of the screen to display the recording 
timeline. Click the tab on the top of the timeline to display 
thumbnails of all recently detected objects. 

Click a thumbnail to display a larger preview image and  
if desired click the button to initiate instant playback.

Additionally, a DLVA Search menu is available. 

Menu>Search>DLVA Search.

Indicate a start and end time, channel(s), and desired DLVA rules 
to filter. Detect objects will display as thumbnails. Click a thumbnail 
to begin the Live Preview on the bottom-left. Double click to move 
to the Playback screen.

Please ensure that BUILT-IN DLVA is selected in the ‘ENGINE’ menu 
option, (this should be the default). The additional options are for 
features currently under development.
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